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Abstract:

Earth’s  climate  has varied substantially  over  its  ~4.6 billion  year  history,  providing the
context for the emergence and the evolution of life and in turn responding sensitively to the
physical and biogeochemical impacts of this emergent life.  Why has Earth’s climate varied
as  it  has;  what  are  the  mechanisms  that  regulate  Earth’s  climate;  how  sensitive is
Earth’s climate to perturbations? 

Although ‘climate’ is constituted by a diverse set of parameters, we may use the global
average  surface  temperature  as  a  handy  ‘metric’  for  global  climate.  Global  average
temperature is set by the earth’s energy budget (the total energy flux received, and emitted
at equilibrium, from the Earth’s surface), which in turn depends on the luminosity of our
main energy source (the Sun), the overall reflectivity of the planet (planetary albedo), and
the emissivity of the Earth’s atmosphere (its transparency to outgoing long-wave radiation,
controlled by greenhouse gas concentrations).  Because the Earth behaves broadly as a
‘black body radiator’, the sensitivity of the Earth’s temperature to changes in its energy
budget  can  quite  easily  be  estimated  at  ~0.32  oC  per  Wm-2.  However,  this  so-called
“Planck sensitivity” only tells us how much the global energy budget will have gone up or
down for a given temperature change; it  does not tell us how much the energy budget
needs to be  forced (versus how much will emerge  via feedbacks) in order to achieve a
given temperature change. In other words, it tells us the total “radiative cost” of a given
global average temperature change, but not the (smaller) “radiative investment” we would
need to actually provide. The sensitivity of global average temperature to global radiative
forcing is usually framed in terms of an “equilibrium climate sensitivity” parameter, often
specified for a given timescale of climate equilibration or a given type of forcing. For our
modern climate state, and on timescales shorter than ~100 years, this climate sensitivity is
generally thought to be almost three times larger than the Planck sensitivity (~0.81 oC per 
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Wm-2), due to the predominantly amplifying effect of (positive) feedbacks in the climate
system. The Earth is therefore far more sensitive than your average rock in space. This is
an important observation. However, it  still  provides only part  of  the full  story of climate
sensitivity. 

To obtain deeper  insights into the sensitivity  of  Earth’s  climate system we can turn to
Earth’s  geological  history,  and  in  particular  to  the  record  of  glacial-interglacial  climate
cycles that spans the last ~2 million years. These ice-age cycles demonstrate the “special
sensitivity”  of the climate system, whereby strong and interconnected feedbacks in the
Earth system permit even local seasonal anomalies that have zero immediate impact on
the global energy budget to eventually be converted into long-term global climate changes.
What makes this possible, and what stops such a sensitive system from spinning off into
an extreme ‘snowball’ or greenhouse state? It would appear that this “special” sensitivity of
global climate to local nudges emerges specifically through the context dependence of
climate feedbacks, which make certain climate states less resilient to nudges than others.
Crucially, a transient loss of “Earth system resilience” will give rise to tipping points in the
climate system, of which past deglaciations provide an excellent example. A dissection of
these global climate upheavals reveals a picture of critical connectivity between processes
that operate on widely different spatial and temporal scales. Specifically, these range from
astronomical-scale influences on the Earth’s orbit and orientation, to continent-scale ice
sheets and their interaction with lithospheric isostacy, to basin-scale ocean currents and
kilometre-scale  chemical  transports  that  arise  from  meso-scale  ocean  eddies,  and
ultimately  to  the  atomic/molecular-scale  influences  of  biological  micro-nutrients  and
thermodynamically regulated biological respiration rates that produce chemical gradients
in  the  ocean.   It  is  thus  through  a  rich  multi-scale  complexity  that  apparently  simple
pulsating  patterns  of  long-term  global  climate  change  may  emerge:  an  expression  of
Earth’s special and changeable resilience.


